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CED is a Christian professional consultancy service dedicated to development work in partnership
with overseas communities. The Board meets quarterly, sometimes virtually. The directors are:
Chair: Jonathan Appleby BEng CEng MICE
MCIWEM
Treasurer: Bill Harper CPFA
Secretary: Barbara Brighouse MSc FICE
Angus Armstrong BSc CEng MIStructE Eur Ing
Ian Bell MSc DipArb CEng MICE

Mike Beresford CEng MiMechE MSc
James Fallah-Williams MA (OrgStudies)
Roger Holland CEng MICE
Alan Michell CEng MIMechE
Ian Rankin BArch RIBA
Rob Wakeling BSc(Eng) MSc(IntDevt)

Above: measuring rainfall beside new 5000 lt tank, Kagera, Tanzania.
Front cover: queue for water, Mayange bulk tank, Rwanda.
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Letter from the
Chair
We live in strange times. “If I had a pound for
every time I heard someone say that in this
last year...” I hear you say! In the UK at least,
a review of this last year does not make for
very encouraging reading, especially when
looking at national politics and policies. As a
nation, we appear to have moved to a more
isolationist position. We have broken our
promises and cut the international aid
budget, with grave consequences for many;
we have chosen to subject ourselves to a
government seemingly intent on rewarding its
own at the expense of the wider population;
we have suffered the loss of at least 127,781
to Covid-19, and many, many more than that
as a result of delayed treatments for other
illnesses.
In such an environment, it is easy to give in to
the general mood of the times and become
introverted and self-absorbed, not thinking
about the wider world. Our national media
encourages this – even the BBC has
undergone a subtle shift in recent years and
no longer makes international news as
accessible or up-to-date as it once did.
CED is a charity with an international focus.
And in doing the work that we do, we are – in
a small way – helping to redress the huge
imbalances in this world, caused – in part – by
countries like the UK and its policies towards
other nations. Did you realise that you, as a
CED member, are subversive? Well, you are!

And you are in good company, because Jesus
was also viewed with deep suspicion by both
religious and secular authorities in his day.
The UK nationally has forgotten about the
Parable of the Good Samaritan in Luke 10.
That was a subversive parable wasn’t it? Here
are some key lessons from it:

• The Samaritan was willing to get involved.
• The Samaritan rose above racism and
nationalism.

• The Samaritan had money, but used it
well.

• The Samaritan saw his rescue mission
through to completion.
In our projects, our advocacy, our training,
CED aspires to apply the lessons from this
parable. We want to thank you, our members
and supporters, for being a key part of this
and for your prayer, financial support and
practical support during this last turbulent
year. We couldn’t do what we do without you
– you are our fellow Samaritans.
May God bless you richly as you follow Him.
Jonathan Appleby

The Samaritan, Dinah Roe Kendall.
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Sharing Skills,
Changing Lives!

Jonathan Cox talks about micro hydro.

Whilst Covid has slowed travel, work within
CED has continued as we have sought to
strengthen the organisation and to explore
new project opportunities. The issue of project
funding remains challenging. Small projects
are funded by ourselves using legacy finance
but it has been impossible to find support for work promoting cement pumpkin tanks for
larger projects like the much needed water
rainwater harvesting continues to develop.
supply at Manowa, Sierra Leone.
We continue to seek funding together with PTI
We continue to work to develop our skills and for the Manowa WASH project; several
the Tech Talks over last winter were well
applications have been made but at around
received. We hope to offer another series later £300,000 there have been no grant offers. One
this year. Groups within the organisation have solution would be to build a series of
been discussing issues like climate change and borewells instead of laying a gravity system.
diversity. As the climate emergency unfolds
The acceptance of the UK Aid grant for
we will be reporting in the Newsletter from a
Pakistan has led to a huge number of
global engineering perspective.
administrative tasks as they have sought to
Feasibility and design work has continued on
encourage us to modernise our organisational
the Uganda hydro projects at Rubabo for Kisiizi structures. We have prepared a Code of
Hospital, at Rwembya with Kagando Hospital
Conduct, updated out policies on bribery,
and repairwork at Kuluva Hospital’s hydro
safeguarding, travel, recruitment, procurescheme. Designs for a water supply at Kagando
ment and so on. These policies are all available
Hospital have been prepared.
on the CED website, some in the open section
CED’s Alan Michell is almost complete with the and others in the Members’ Area. Perhaps the
project at Kuvumu, Mayange that demonbiggest challenge has been the idea that the
strates what can be achieved when a
Trustee and Executive arms of the Board
committed pastor and CED work together. The should be separate. After discussion CED’s
improvements to the community’s wellbeing
directors agreed that this would be beneficial
are reflected in a growing church. We helped a
and a proposal will be brought to the AGM.
school at Gbonka, Sierra Leone and a church at
Nyaishozi, Tanzania, to drill borewells. Our
We continue to produce a monthly prayer
bulletin and would encourage those who
would like to keep abreast of developments,
or have matters for prayer themselves, to
subscribe to it by contacting pray@ced.org.uk
Ian Rankin, Editor

2020: the year of Zoom.
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Membership
We thank God for sending some valuable and
talented new members. In February 2021 we
welcomed James Fallah-Williams and Edwin
Wasinya. This brings the membership to 80
members. We pray that all new members will
quickly get to know other members and be
able to use their skills and experience to meet
needs in the poorest communities, encourage
us and be encouraged.

Practical Tools Initiative is also a valued
partner to CED and their website will give you
their story.

Edwin Wasingya has been working hard on
micro hydro projects in Uganda alongside
Philip Tibenderana, CED’s part time engineer.
He joins CED as an Ugandan member resident
in Uganda. He graduated in Civil and
Environmental Engineering at Uganda Christian
James Fallah-Williams has been working with University in 2017 and went on to gain a
CED Director Alan Michell on projects in his
Certificate in Disaster Risk Management and
home country of Sierra Leone in recent years
Climate Change Mitigation followed by a Post
as a UK based Project Director at Practical
Graduate Diploma in Project Planning and
Tools Initiative www.practicaltoolsinitiative.org Management in 2019. Edwin was actually born
which he has led since 2013. PTI and CED have at Kagando Mission Hospital in Kasese where
now worked together on several water
his father worked and he still lives in the
projects and the design for a school. James
village.
was invited to join the CED Board in Feb 2021
Edwin’s testimony is mostly about sport! He
and he was welcomed as a member of CED at
writes:
the same time. James graduated at
“God blessed me with sports talent and I was
Portsmouth University in Social Policy and
able to study on Sports scholarships from my
Administration and went on to a Masters in
advanced level of education up to University. I
Organisation Studies at the University of
chose the sports ministry to extend my skill and
Warwick in 2002. He has written for
talent to other needy students and manifest
newspapers (in print and online) in Sierra
Leone, UK and Germany on a variety of issues God's love to the world.
relevant to development work. His experience I organise volleyball competitions from which I
and advice is much valued on the Board.
pick talented young lads for grooming and
exposure to potential scholarships. I have now
seen 4 students finish University after me
through the guidance. I now volunteer to train
both girls and boys volleyball for the Kagando
School of Nursing and Midwifery. I got involved
in developing a concept design for the Kagando
Sports Complex which I presented to the
Hospital Administration. I thank God that the
Administration is keen to get sponsorship for
the project.
From Matthew 28;18-20, We ought to teach
everyone how to obey Jesus' commands and
make them disciples through our actions and
Love.”
New CED Director James Fallah-Williams

Rob Wakeling
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Mayange Rwanda Completion
The work at Kavumu village in Mayange,
Rwanda, is nearing completion. Started in
December 2018, the aim of the project was to
improve the lives of people in this community
who were facing hardship due to the lack of
clean water and good shelter. People had been
pushed out of Tanzania in 2013, accused by
the Tanzanian authorities of being Rwandan
since they spoke Rwandese even though they
had been born in Tanzania and some could
trace their ancestry to great grandparents who
lived in this area before the time that the
Europeans divided Africa. Due to the works of
the devil through its agents, people were
loaded on buses and lorries without any
belongings. Some were killed and those who
survived had to find their way to the Rusumo
border and come across en-masse. The
government of Rwanda, as per its mandate to
support whoever arrives for asylum, took on
the burden of relocating them to different
parts of the country but they often ended up in
difficult areas.

Challenges:
Once the government had relocated them in
different parts of the country, God sent Pastor
Semwaga Charles of Faith Center Ministries to
evangelize the community with the message of
hope. Most of the children were malnourished
and their mothers suffered from various
sicknesses due to the lack of clean water and
food which resulted in many children not going
to school and some of the younger children
dying.

Doria’s house before renovation
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The availability of CED at
Kavumu:
After several visits by CED led by our beloved
brothers Alan, Ian and Rob, the project came
together like Moses being sent to the children
of Israel in Egypt. Faith Center Church and
Mayange Local Authority put the Kavumu
community challenges to CED as they were
unable to provide the needed support
themselves. We thank God that in His word.
He says: “For there the Lord bestows his
blessing, even life for evermore.” Psalm 133.3:
The project focused on four areas:

► Building a bulk water tank for the wider
community.

► Establishing kitchen gardens at each home.
► House improvements,
► Building household rainwater tanks at each
home.
Thank God that, through prayers from a united
heart full of burden, God provided for all of
these challenges which were a huge burden to
the local authority of Mayange and Faith
Center Church.

The Impact of the project:
Since the project started many positive
outcomes have become visible across the
entire community. Our primary focus was on
Kavumu village, not knowing that God was
looking to the bigger community of Mayange
Sector and beyond. Let’s mention few impacts:

Doria’s house after renovation

Kitchen gardens thrive as water is available.

► The bulk water tank has improved living
standards throughout Mayange Sector as
people come from afar to fetch water. The
arrangement with WASAC, the
government water supplier, is working
well as the water committee charges
enough per jerry can to cover WASAC bills
and tank maintenance.

► Local people were trained and became
skilled at building ferro-cement water
tanks.

► Model kitchen gardens were developed
and these enabled families to grow
vegetables very productively.

► Houses were made secure and watertight.

Results:
► A decrease in diseases caused by lack of
clean water, down 100%.

► No more of malnutrition both to young
and adults.

► Children go to school every day.
► Parents can manage the cost of schooling
and other household demands through a
saving scheme of which every household
is a member.

► There is a cow in every home given by the
government. People get manure and an
income from selling both milk and
manure. The cows are healthy with
enough water to drink.

► Physical cleanliness is much improved.
► Good relationships between the church

nothing like that happened. I would say that
the project impacted the whole District of
Bugesera.
The Kavumu project has lifted the profile of
Mayange Sector within the Bugesera District
Authority, after them giving reports to local
government of what takes place in their
districts with different partners. Many
different officials from different government
Ministries have been visiting the Kavumu
project and talking positively about Faith
Center Church, saying. “We wish if all other
churches would do the same.” Normally they
like to make a surprise visit. Last week the
Ministry of Local Government were impressed
when they found Roger Rwagasana, the
project co-ordinator, hard at work.
The whole Kavumu village and the entire
leadership from cell level to district level are
very much appreciative of Faith Center Church
leadership and their partners. Please, CED,
receive appreciation from them. Maybe,
when covid-19 ceases, some of you will come
to Rwanda and hear from them directly.
Pastor Charles Semwaga, FCM.

and local authority, and love of
community towards the church.
There is more: if it wasn’t for this project the
Covid-19 pandemic would have affected this
community disastrously and we thank God
Devota with her government given cow at
her home
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WASH in
Nagarparkar,
Pakistan
We were delighted back in April 2020 to
receive a provisional grant of £49,541 from UK
Aid under their “Small Charities Challenge
Fund”. This has allowed us to continue our
partnership with local NGO PVDP who were
deeply involved in designing the project. It
takes the concept of ending open defecation
as a public health goal that the whole
community must buy into for it to be effective
and adds water security infrastructure such as
repairing wells, digging reservoirs and forming
underground cisterns.
The work got off to a slow start. It took until
December 2020 for UK Aid to complete their
“due diligence” and a further month for the
Pakistani authorities to approve the project
team going into the villages. Happily things
were catching up by April.

Underground cisterns that collect rainwater;
the plastic lids fit better than the timber or
concrete lids used in previous projects.

After staff hiring and an induction workshop in
January, the team visited 20 villages in
February and helped them form village
committees. They then selected 10 that were
considered most in need of help and spent
March making a detailed project assessment,
visiting 666 households.
CED’s Colin Gibson was able to visit the project
at the end of March with a colleague before

Workshop to promote the concept of Community Led Total Sanitation
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Workshop to promote the concept of
Community Led Total Sanitation

UK Aid was keen that villagers be able to
interact with the project and also have a
means of “whistleblowing” or discussing
safeguarding issues in a confidential way.
Complaints / suggestions boxes have
therefore been set up at each village, along
with a phone number to enable people to
contact PVDP directly

the additional costs rather than negotiate with
UK Aid to reduce delivery on the ground. CED’s
main financial commitment is travel to monitor
progress, a cost that is much reduced now
engineers are travelling from Karachi.
his return to UK. With the impossibility of
international travel both because of Covid and
also because of difficulty obtaining visas we
are grateful that Zor Engineering, for whom
Colin was working, will be able to send
someone to Tharparkar quarterly and report
back to UK.
The project has been hit by inflation since the
application in 2019. Most but not all of this is
covered by devaluation of the Pakistani
Rupee. As the excess is not large CED will cover

Digging a pair of underground tanks; the
project will dig 150 of these for the most
marginalised families

The work of digging the cisterns and forming
reservoirs is being contracted out by PVDP on
a competitive basis. They are using specialists
to run some workshops and managing others
by themselves. Their team of 2 male and 2
female outreach workers spend a lot of time in
the villages to ensure that people engage with
the project so that it will continue sustainably
beyond 2021.
Ian Rankin

Villagers lack the money and skills to repair
wells that start to break down. The project
will fund improvements to wells in 4 villages 9

Project Highlights April 20 - March 21
Pakistan: Working in partnership with PVDP a scheme was started to improve sanitation,
strengthen water security and promote good hygiene practice.

Rwanda. Limited work continued on the project in Mayange to strengthen water supplies,
introduce rainwater harvesting and promote the cultivation of kitchen gardens.
Sierra Leone. A survey was carried out in the village of Rotifunk as a preliminary to planning
a water supply scheme (£800).

Tanzania:

► Pande, Tanga Africa Inland Church. A rainwater harvesting workshop was arranged using a
team of previously trained workers from Kagera Diocese.

► A contribution was made towards a sanitation scheme at Kome island.
► Nyaishozi. A contribution was made to cover costs of a new borehole.
Uganda:

► Engineering advice and start-up funding was provided for a small hydro-electric scheme at
Kuluva Hospital and further design work was carried out at Rwembya for a hydro scheme
aimed at serving Kagando Hospital.

► Following investigation and planning, work was started to overcome water supply problems
at Kagando Hospital. A buildings audit was carried out at Kulava Hospital.

► Preliminary investigations were carried out in preparation for a valley tank scheme at
Kikatsi.
The Board was grateful to receive grants from UK Aid for the project in Pakistan and from the
Friends of Kagando Hospital for the work on the Rwembya scheme.

B/F
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Tharparkar health and sanitation - UK Aid funded

RW 08

Mayange water supply and rainwater harvesting

SL 03

Rotifunk water supply

TZ 16

Pande, Tanga rainwater harvesting training

TZ 17

Kome Island sanitation

TZ 18

Nyaishozi water supply

UG 00

Uganda general costs

UG 40

Rwenbaya hydro scheme

UG 42

Kagando hospital investigations and advice

UG 43

Kuluva hydro svheme

UG 44

Kikatsi valley tank

UG 45

Kulava Hospital buildings audit

Income Payments Transfers

8,651

-15,000

2,411

-9,942

500

61

1,120
800

0

-3,576

3,076

0

-3,000

3,000

-4,911

4,911

-2,226

2,300

10,000

-3,287

5,000

-2,216

38,275

C/F
5,364

-800

135
6,713
2,784

-325

325

0

-4,281

4,281

0

1,217

0

-1,217
8,712
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20,364

-50,781

19,910 16,116

Overall Financial Situation
The finances of CED have been in a strong position since receipt of a substantial legacy in 2017.
Transactions in 2020/21 were inevitably affected by the coronavirus restrictions.
It is gratifying to report that the level of donations from supporters and other individual donors
was exceptional. The generosity of many individuals, churches and charities who regularly
support us is greatly valued.
As the result of travel restrictions, activity overseas was constrained and this resulted in an
unusually low level of project spending. There was no spending on overseas travel. Running
expenses also fell as costs for meeting accommodation and travel were not incurred. The Board
meetings and the AGM were held online.

There was some increase in spending on Fundraising and Publicity as some work was carried
out on the website and the publication dates of the Newsletter meant that four editions rather
than three were paid for in 2020/21.
Generally the costs of managing the charity are kept low as most activity is undertaken on a
voluntary basis.
Bill Harper, Treasurer

Unrestr’d
Funds
£

Design’d Restricted
Funds
Funds
£
£

Total
2021
£

Total
2020
£

Incoming Resources
Incoming resources from generated funds
Voluntary income
Donations and gifts
Incoming resources from charitable activities
Grants
Other income
Total Incoming Resources
Resources expended
Costs of generating funds
Costs of generating voluntary income
Charitable activities
Costs associated with engineering activities
Governance costs
Total Resources Expended
Net Incoming / (Outgoing)
Resources before transfers
Transfers between funds
Net Incoming / (Outgoing) Resources
Balance brought forward at 1st April 2020
Balance carried forward at 31st March 2021

21,705

113
21,818

564
564

7,911

29,616

17,634

30,364

30,364
677
60,657

14,256
1,242
33,132

1,365

897

50,781

52,480
1,680
55,525

75,869
3,158
79,924

38,275

1,365
1,699
1,680
4,744

50,781
-

17,074

564

-12,506

5,132

-46,792

-16,911
163

-3,000
-2,436

19,911
7,405

5,132

-46,792

9,961
10,124

152,388
149,952

8,712
16,117

171,061
176,193

217,853
171,061
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CED exists to demonstrate the love of
Christ by enabling Christians with
engineering and allied skills to help the
poorest communities overseas.
We invite supporters to become involved
through:
•
•
•
•

Praying regularly for CED
Raising the profile of CED
Making donations
Fundraising for specific projects

Enquiries to CED Secretary:
Mrs B. Brighouse,
Lydia Mill, Lydia Bridge,
South Brent, Devon, TQ10 9JL
Email: admin@ced.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 293734
Registered Company No. 1980353

Christian Engineers in Development

www.ced.org.uk

Sharing skills
Changing lives
“The Perils of Open Defecation,” Tharparkar, Pakistan
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